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Abstract
Any graph problem, which is NP-hard in general graphs, becomes polynomial-time solvable when restricted to graphs in special
classes. When does a difficult problem become easy? To answer this question we study the notion of boundary classes. In the present
paper we define this notion in its most general form, describe several approaches to identify boundary classes and apply them to
various graph problems.
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1. Introduction
We study graph problems that are NP-hard in general, i.e. in the class of all graphs. When we restrict the class
of input graphs, any of these problems can become tractable, i.e. solvable in polynomial time. When does a difficult
problem become easy? Is there any boundary that separates classes of graphs where the problem remains NP-hard
from those where it has a polynomial-time solution? To answer these questions, we study the notion of boundary
classes of graphs. Originally, this notion was introduced with respect to the maximum independent set problem [2]
and then was applied to the minimum dominating set problem [4]. In the present paper, we define this notion in its most
general form, describe several approaches to identify boundary classes and apply them to various graph problems.
To give an intuitive notion of boundary classes, let us observe that all classes of graphs studied in this paper are
hereditary, i.e. those containing with every graph G all induced subgraphs of G. Obviously, every hereditary class
X can be characterized by a set of minimal graphs that do not belong to X . A famous example of this type is the
class of perfect graphs characterized recently in terms of the forbidden cycles of odd length at least 5 and their
complements [13].
Assume now that F is a family of graph classes which is hereditary in the sense that with every class X it contains
all subclasses of X . Our purpose is to characterize this family by a set of minimal classes that do not belong to it.
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Unfortunately, in general this is not possible, as a class of graphs Y /∈ F may contain infinitely many subclasses
Y1 ⊃ Y2 ⊃ Y3 . . . that do not belong to F . We call the intersection of the sequence Y1 ⊃ Y2 ⊃ Y3 . . . a limit class for
F and a minimal limit class a boundary class for F . Therefore, in a sense, the set of boundary classes for a hereditary
family of graph classes is an analogue of the induced subgraph characterization of a hereditary class of graphs.
Various families of graph classes studied in the literature are hereditary in the sense defined above. Two important
examples are classes of graphs of bounded tree- or clique-width. The notion of boundary classes proposes a uniform
way to characterize such families. In the present paper, we employ this notion for the study of families of graph classes
admitting polynomial-time solutions for some NP-hard problems. Throughout the paper we assume that P 6= N P .
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we give necessary preliminaries regarding graphs,
graph classes and graph problems which deal with. Section 3 provides a formal definition of the two key notions of
the paper: limit classes and boundary classes. In Section 4, we analyze several approaches to identify limit classes and
apply them to various graph problems. Section 5 is devoted to the proof of minimality of some of the limit classes
found in the previous section. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss many of the open problems on this topic.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Graphs
All graphs in this paper are undirected, without loops and multiple edges. For a graph G, we denote by V (G) and
E(G) the sets of vertices and edges of G, respectively, and by G the complement of G. A subgraph H of G is induced
if two vertices of H are adjacent if and only if they are adjacent in G. The neighborhood N (v) of a vertex v ∈ V (G) is
the set of vertices adjacent to v, and the degree of v is |N (v)|. As usual, Cn is the chordless cycle, Pn is the chordless
path, Kn is the complete graph on n vertices, and Kn,m is the complete bipartite graph with parts of size n and m.
A diamond is K4 − e, i.e. a K4 without an edge. For non-negative integers i, j, k, we denote by Si, j,k and Ti, j,k the
graphs represented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The graphs Si, j,k (a) and Ti, j,k (b).
2.2. Graph classes
All graph classes in this paper are hereditary, which means if a graph belongs to a class, then every induced
subgraph of the graph belongs to the same class. In other words, deletion of a vertex from a graph results in a graph in
the same class. This restriction to hereditary classes only, which may seem artificial at first sight, can be justified by
the following arguments.
First, many classes of theoretical and practical importance are hereditary, which include, among others,
1. planar graphs;
2. bipartite graphs;
3. graphs of bounded vertex degree;
4. graphs of bounded tree-width;
5. graphs of bounded clique-width;
6. forests, i.e. graphs without cycles;
7. split graphs, i.e. graphs partitionable into a clique and an independent set [18];
8. transitively orientable graphs (have applications in the theory of partially ordered sets [42]);
9. threshold graphs (see a monograph [35] for numerous applications of these graphs);
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10. perfect graphs (a monograph on this class passed the second edition [21]);
11. interval graphs (arise in molecular biology [8] and have many applications in other fields [17]);
12. chordal bipartite graphs, i.e. bipartite graphs without chordless cycles of length at least six (this class has
applications in the study of linear programming, as the bipartite adjacency matrices of chordal bipartite graphs
are totally balanced [22]);
13. line graphs. A graph G is a line graph if the vertices of G are in one-to-one correspondence to the edges of
some other graph H , and two vertices of G are adjacent if and only if the respective edges of H have a vertex in
common.
Many of those classes that are not hereditary have natural hereditary extensions. For instance, for the non-hereditary
class of trees such an extension is the class of forests.
One more reason to be restricted to hereditary classes is that these and only these classes admit a uniform
description in terms of forbidden induced subgraphs, which, in turn, provides a systematic way of investigation of
various problems associated with graph classes. If a graph G does not contain induced subgraphs isomorphic to
graphs in a set Z , we say that G is Z -free. The set of all Z -free graphs will be denoted Free(Z). With this notation the
above statement about the induced subgraph characterization can be reformulated as follows: a class X of graphs is
hereditary if and only if X = Free(Z) for some set Z . The minimal set Z possessing this property is unique and will
be denoted by Forb(X). For instance,
Forb(forests) = {C3,C4,C5,C6,C7, . . .} (by definition);
Forb(bipartite graphs) = {C3,C5,C7, . . .} [28];
Forb(split graphs) = {C4,C4,C5} [18];
Forb(chordal bipartite graphs) = {C3,C5,C6,C7, . . .} (by definition);
Forb(perfect graphs) = {C5,C5,C7,C7, . . .} [13].
Notice that for the class of split graphs the set of minimal forbidden induced subgraphs is finite. The same is true for
the line graphs [7] and graphs of vertex degree at most k (k is a constant). We shall call such classes finitely defined.
If X ⊆ Y and Forb(X) − Forb(Y ) is a finite set, we shall say that X is defined by finitely many forbidden induced
subgraphs with respect to Y . For instance, the class of forests is defined by a single forbidden induced subgraph with
respect to chordal bipartite graphs.
Among hereditary classes we shall distinguish a certain family with the property that deletion of any edge from a
graph in a class results in a graph in the same class. Such classes will be called monotone. In the above list, classes 1,
2, 3, 4, 6 are monotone, while the others are not.
Throughout the paper we use special notations for two particular classes of graphs:
S is the class of graphs every connected component of which is of the form Si, j,k for some non-negative integers
i, j, k;
T is the class of graphs every connected component of which is of the form Ti, j,k for some non-negative integers
i, j, k.
For a class Z of graphs we shall denote L(Z) := {L(G) | G ∈ Z}, where L(G) stands for the line graph of G. It is
not hard to see that T = L(S).
2.3. Graph problems
In this paper we shall refer to the following problems.
• INDEPENDENT SET: given a graph G, find a maximum cardinality subset of vertices no two of which are adjacent.
• DOMINATING SET: given a graph G, find a minimum cardinality subset U of vertices with the property that every
vertex outside U has a neighbor in U .
• INDEPENDENT DOMINATING SET: given a graph G, find a minimum cardinality dominating set which is
independent.
• EDGE DOMINATION: given a graph G, find a minimum cardinality subset F of edges such that every edge outside
F has a vertex in common with an edge in F .
• BIPARTITE SET: given a graph G, find a maximum cardinality subset of vertices that induces a bipartite graph in
G.
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• DISSOCIATION SET: given a graph G, find a maximum cardinality subset of vertices that induces a graph with
maximum vertex degree at most 1.
• INDUCED MATCHING: given a graph G, find a maximum cardinality subset of vertices that induces a graph every
vertex of which is of degree 1.
• ALTERNATING CYCLE-FREE MATCHING: given a graph G, find a maximum cardinality matching M such that no
cycle of the graph has exactly half of its edges in M .
• P3-FACTOR: given a graph G with 3k vertices, determine whether G contains a P3-factor, i.e. a partition of V (G)
into k subsets such that each subset contains P3 as a subgraph (not necessarily induced).
• HAMILTONIAN CYCLE: given a graph G, determine whether there is a cycle containing every vertex of G exactly
once.
• LONGEST CYCLE: given a graph G, find a simple cycle of maximum length.
• LONGEST PATH: given a graph G and two designated vertices in G, find a simple path of maximum length between
the vertices.
• VERTEX COLORING: given a graph G, find a partition of its vertex set into minimum number of independent sets.
• VERTEX 3-COLORABILITY: given a graph G, determine whether the vertex set of G can be partitioned into at
most 3 independent sets.
• EDGE 3-COLORABILITY: given a graph G, determine whether the edge set of G can be partitioned into at most 3
subsets each of which is a matching.
Now we present some results regarding these problems that will be needed in the course of our study.
LetΠ be one of the following problems: INDEPENDENT SET, DOMINATING SET or LONGEST PATH. The following
result was proved in [3].
Lemma 1. If X is a monotone graph class such that S 6⊆ X, then Π is polynomial-time solvable for graphs in X.
This lemma can be extended to Π being the HAMILTONIAN CYCLE or LONGEST CYCLE problem, since
HAMILTONIAN CYCLE reduces to LONGEST CYCLE on the same graph, and LONGEST CYCLE, in turn, reduces
to LONGEST PATH by considering all pairs of adjacent vertices as designated pairs. Further extensions of Lemma 1
can be derived from the following result proved in [9].
Lemma 2. If X is a monotone graph class such that S 6⊆ X, then the clique-width of graphs in X is bounded by a
constant.
Among problems solvable in polynomial-time on graphs of bounded clique-width the most representative category
relates to problems expressible in a certain variation of Monadic Second-Order Logic with quantification over subsets
of vertices but not edges (see [14] for more information on such problems). In particular, this category includes
INDEPENDENT SET, DOMINATING SET, INDEPENDENT DOMINATING SET, INDUCED MATCHING, DISSOCIATION
SET, VERTEX 3-COLORABILITY. Moreover, some problems that do not belong to this category may have polynomial-
time solutions on graphs of bounded clique-width, which is the case, for instance, for the HAMILTONIAN CYCLE
problem [12]. Summarizing the above discussion we conclude that
Proposition 1. Lemma 1 holds for the following problems: INDEPENDENT SET, DOMINATING SET, INDEPENDENT
DOMINATING SET, INDUCED MATCHING, DISSOCIATION SET, VERTEX 3-COLORABILITY, HAMILTONIAN CYCLE,
LONGEST CYCLE, LONGEST PATH.
3. Boundary classes
In this section we define the notion of boundary class for a given NP-hard graph problem Π . To simplify our
discussion we shall say that a class of graphs is Π -hard if the problem Π is NP-hard in this class, and Π -easy if Π
has a polynomial-time solution for graphs in the class.
We shall define the notion of boundary class in two steps. First, let us define the notion of limit class.
Definition 1. Let Π be an NP-hard graph problem and Y a Π -hard class of graphs. A class X of graphs is called
a limit class for Π with respect to Y ((Π , Y )-limit for short) if there exists a sequence X1 ⊇ X2 ⊇ . . . of Π -hard
subclasses of Y such that
⋂
n≥1 Xn = X . We shall say that X is a limit class for Π (Π -limit) if there is a Π -hard class
Y such that X is (Π , Y )-limit.
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Remark 1. Notice that Definition 1 does not require the classes X1 ⊇ X2 ⊇ . . . to be distinct. Therefore, every
Π -hard subclass of Y is (Π , Y )-limit. The following example shows that the converse statement is not true in general.
Example 1. Let Π be the INDEPENDENT SET problem, and Xk the class Free(C3, . . . ,Ck). It has been shown in [39]
that this problem is NP-hard in the class Xk for each particular value k ≥ 3. It is not hard to see that Xk ⊇ Xk+1
for any k, and
⋂
k≥3 Xk is the class of forests. Therefore, the class of forests is a limit class for the INDEPENDENT
SET problem. On the other hand, this problem is known to be polynomial-time solvable in the class of forests. This
example shows that a Π -limit class is not necessarily Π -hard.
Remark 2. If X is a Π -limit subclass of a Π -hard class Z , then X is not necessarily (Π , Z)-limit (see Example 2).
Example 2. Let Π be the INDEPENDENT DOMINATING SET problem. It has been shown in [10] that this problem
is NP-hard in the class Free(C3, . . . ,Ck) for each particular value k ≥ 3. Therefore, similarly as in Example 1, the
class of forests is a limit class for the problem in question. Now let Z be the class of chordal bipartite graphs. It is
known that the INDEPENDENT DOMINATING SET problem is NP-hard in this class [15], and clearly forests constitute
a subclass of Z . But the class of forests is not (Π , Z)-limit. Indeed, assume there is a sequence X1 ⊇ X2 ⊇ . . . of
Π -hard subclasses of Z such that the intersection
⋂
n≥1 Xn coincides with the class of forests. Then there must exist
a class X j in the sequence that does not contain the cycle C4 on 4 vertices (otherwise the intersection would contain
the cycle). But then X j contains no cycles and hence the problem is polynomial-time solvable for graphs in X j (see
e.g. [16]). This contradiction shows that a Π -limit subclass of a Π -hard class Z is not necessarily (Π , Z)-limit.
The following two lemmas prove important properties of limit classes that will be useful in the sequel.
Lemma 3. If X is a (Π , Y )-limit class and X ⊆ Z ⊆ Y , then Z also is a (Π , Y )-limit class.
Proof. Let X1 ⊇ X2 ⊇ . . . be a sequence of Π -hard subclasses of Y such that X = ⋂n Xn . Then the class
Zn := Xn ∪ Z is Π -hard for each n, Y ⊇ Z1 ⊇ Z2 ⊇ . . ., and Z =⋂n Zn . 
Lemma 4. Let Y be a Π -hard class and X be a subclass of Y defined by finitely many forbidden induced subgraphs
with respect to Y . Then X is a (Π , Y )-limit class if and only if it is Π -hard.
Proof. According to Remark 1, we only have to prove the necessity. Let Forb(X) − Forb(Y ) = {G1, . . . ,Gk}, and
X be a (Π , Y )-limit class, i.e. X = ⋂n Xn for a sequence X1 ⊇ X2 ⊇ . . . of Π -hard subclasses of Y . Clearly, there
must exist a natural number n such that Xn does not contain G1, . . . ,Gk . But then X i = X for each i ≥ n, and hence
X is Π -hard. 
We are now in a position to define the notion of boundary class.
Definition 2. A minimal under inclusion (Π , Y )-limit class is called a boundary class for Π with respect to Y
((Π , Y )-boundary for short). We shall say that X is a boundary class for Π (Π -boundary) if there is a Π -hard
class Y such that X is (Π , Y )-boundary.
Remark 3. Clearly if X is a (Π , Y )-limit class and Y ⊆ Z , then X is a (Π , Z)-limit class. However, the fact that X
is a (Π , Y )-boundary class does not necessarily imply that X is (Π , Z)-boundary for Z ⊇ Y , since X may contain a
(Π , Z)-boundary class which is not a limit class with respect to Y , according to Remark 2.
The importance of the notion of boundary class is due to the following theorem.
Theorem 1. A problem Π is NP-hard in a class Y of graphs if and only if Y contains a (Π , Y )-boundary class.
Proof. The if-part is trivial. Let X ⊆ Y be a (Π , Y )-boundary class. Then there is a sequence X1 ⊇ X2 ⊇ . . . of
Π -hard subclasses of Y such that
⋂
n Xn = X . Therefore, Π is NP-hard in the class Y .
Conversely, let Π be NP-hard in the class Y . We assume that the graphs in Y are indexed: Y = {G1,G2, . . .}. Let
us define a sequence X1 ⊇ X2 ⊇ . . . of subclasses of Y as follows. Set X1 := Y and assume the class Xn has been
defined. Let j be the minimum index such that G j ∈ Xn and Xn ∩ Free(G j ) is a (Π , Y )-limit class. If there is no
such G j ∈ Y , then we define Xn+1 := Xn , otherwise Xn+1 := Xn ∩ Free(G j ).
Now consider the class X :=⋂n Xn , which is clearly a subclass of Y , and let us prove that X is a (Π , Y )-boundary
class. To this end, we first show that X is a (Π , Y )-limit class. Let Forb(X) − Forb(Y ) = {H1, H2, . . .}. For every
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k, define X (k) to be the subclass of Y defined by forbidding graphs H1, . . . , Hk . Obviously, for every k, there exists
an n such that Xn does not contain H1, . . . , Hk , and hence Xn ⊆ X (k). By definition, Xn is a (Π , Y )-limit class,
and therefore, by Lemma 3, X (k) is also a (Π , Y )-limit class. Consequently, by Lemma 4, X (k) is Π -hard for each k.
Obviously
⋂
k X
(k) = X . Therefore, X is a (Π , Y )-limit class.
In order to prove the minimality of X , assume, to the contrary, there is a (Π , Y )-limit class Z which is a proper
subclass of X . Then there must exist a graph G j ∈ Y that belongs to X but not to Z , and hence Z ⊆ X ∩ Free(G j ) ⊆
Xn ∩ Free(G j ) for each n. Therefore, by Lemma 3, Xn ∩ Free(G j ) is a (Π , Y )-limit class for each n. Moreover,
for some n, the index j is the minimum one with the property that Xn ∩ Free(G j ) is a (Π , Y )-limit class. But then
Xn+1 := Xn ∩ Free(G j ), and G j belong to no class Xk with k > n, contradicting the assumption that G j ∈ X . 
In fact, the above theorem remains valid even for any subclass of Y defined by finitely many forbidden induced
subgraphs with respect to Y .
Theorem 2. A problemΠ is NP-hard in a subclass Z ⊂ Y defined by finitely many forbidden induced subgraphs with
respect to Y if and only if Z contains a (Π , Y )-boundary class.
Proof. If Z contains a (Π , Y )-boundary class, then, by Lemma 3, Z is a (Π , Y )-limit class, and by Lemma 4, Z is
Π -hard.
Conversely, if Z is a Π -hard class, then Z contains a (Π , Z)-boundary class X by Theorem 1. The class X is
(Π , Y )-limit and hence it contains a (Π , Y )-boundary class. 
4. Approaching limit classes
In this section we identify two general tools to discover limit classes: graph transformations and reducibility
between NP-hard problems.
4.1. Transformations of graphs
A productive approach to discover limit classes is based on the employment of graph transformations. Below we
distinguish several useful types of transformations and show how they can be applied to reveal limit classes for various
problems.
4.1.1. Stretching operations
One of the simplest stretching operations is the subdivision of an edge, i.e. introducing a new vertex on the edge.
In case we introduce k new vertices, we refer to the operation as k-subdivision. If the operation applies to all edges
of the graph, then we call it total k-subdivision. This operation increases the length of each cycle in the graph k + 1
times. As a trivial consequence, we conclude that
Lemma 5. In the graph obtained from a graph G by the total k-subdivision, the length of a longest cycle is exactly
k + 1 times as large as that in G.
The importance of the subdivision operation is due to the fact that it permits to get rid of small induced cycles in
the input graph. Perhaps more importantly, a double subdivision of an edge increases the graph independence number
by exactly one, which was used in [39] to obtain some results for the maximum independent set problem on graphs
with large girth (the length of a smallest cycle). It is also worth mentioning that if k is odd, then the total k-subdivision
results in a bipartite graph.
Now let us consider a more general operation. Let G be a graph and x be a vertex in G. A vertex stretching with
respect to x is defined to be the transformation consisting of the following steps:
(1) partition the neighborhood N (x) of vertex x into two subsets Y and Z in an arbitrary way;
(2) delete vertex x from the graph together with incident edges;
(3) add a chordless path on k vertices (y, a1, . . . , ak−2, z) to the remaining graph;
(4) connect y to each vertex in Y , and connect z to each vertex in Z .
Notice that k is a parameter associated with the transformation. We shall denote the vertex stretching with parameter
k by Pk . The graph produced by this operation will be denoted Pk(G) = Pk(G, x). Fig. 2 illustrates the operation
P4.
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Fig. 2. Transformation P4.
Consider now a special type of vertex stretching when Y is of particular size, say l. This version of the operation
will be denoted Pkl . It is not hard to verify that Pk1 is equivalent to a (k − 1)-subdivision of an edge. In our study,
we shall also use Pk2 . This operation can be used to decrease the maximum vertex degree, since in the graph Pk2 (G)
vertices y, a1, . . . , ak−2 have degree at most 3, while the degree of z is exactly one less than that of x in G.
Various types of vertex stretching have been applied to different problems to achieve various goals (see e.g. [5,10]).
For the purpose of our paper, it is necessary to mention that
P3 increases the independence number [1] and the size of a maximum alternating cycle-free matching [30] by exactly
one;
P4 increases the domination number [29] and the size of a maximum induced matching [31] by one, and the size of
a maximum dissociation set [11] by two.
Now let us propose two new results of this nature.
Lemma 6. P4(G) contains a P3-factor if and only if G does.
Proof. First, suppose G contains a P3-factor F and let W be the triple of vertices in F containing x . Denote the other
two vertices of the triple by c and d , and without loss of generality assume c ∈ Y . For the remaining vertex d, we
consider the following two options: d ∈ Z and d /∈ Z . If d ∈ Z , then (F −W ) ∪ {(c, y, a1), (a2, z, d)} is a P3-factor
in P4(G). If d /∈ Z , then (F −W ) ∪ {(y, c, d), (a1, a2, z)} is a P3-factor in P4(G).
Conversely, letF ′ be a P3-factor inP4(G) andW ′ the triple inF ′ containing a1. It is not hard to see thatW ′ has one
of the following three forms: W ′ = (y, a1, a2) or W ′ = (a1, a2, z) or W ′ = (a1, y, c) for some vertex c ∈ Y . In the
latter case,F ′ must contain a tripleW ′′ = (a2, z, d)with some vertex d ∈ Z . But then (F ′−{W ′,W ′′})∪{(c, x, d)} is a
P3-factor in G. The first two options are symmetric, so let us assume without loss of generality that W ′ = (y, a1, a2).
Denote by W ′′ the triple in F ′ containing z and by W ′′′ a triple obtained from W ′′ by replacing z with x . Then
(F ′ −W ′) ∪W ′′′ is a P3-factor in G. 
Lemma 7. The transformation P4 increases the edge domination number by exactly one.
The proof of this lemma is left to the reader as an exercise.
In spite of the wide area of applicability of vertex stretching, there are many problems that cannot be treated with
this operation. In such cases, some more exotic stretching operations can be devised. In this paper we propose two
examples of such operations. One of them is represented in Fig. 3. It applies to graphs with a vertex a0 of degree three
and consists of the following steps:
(1) choose arbitrarily two neighbors a1 and a2 of a0;
(2) introduce two new vertices y1 and xk on the edge a0a1 and two new vertices x1 and yk on the edge a0a2 so that
x1, y1 ∈ N (a0);
(3) connect x1 to xk with a chordless path of length k − 1, and connect y1 to yk with a chordless path of length k − 1.
We shall denote this transformation by Hk (k is a parameter) and the resulting graph by Hk(G). This transformation
will be applied to the HAMILTONIAN CYCLE problem.
Lemma 8. Hk(G) contains a Hamiltonian cycle if and only if G does.
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Fig. 3. TransformationHk .
Proof. Assume G has a Hamiltonian cycle C . If C = (a1, a0, a2, . . . , a1), then the cycle C ′ =
(a1, xk, xk−1, . . . , x1, a0, y1, y2, . . . , yk, a2, . . . , a1) is Hamiltonian in the graphHk(G). If C = (a1, a0, a3, . . . , a1),
then the cycle C ′ = (a1, xk, xk−1, . . . , x1, yk, yk−1, . . ., y1, a0, a3, . . . , a1) is Hamiltonian in the graphHk(G).
Conversely, if Hk has a Hamiltonian cycle, then the vertices a0, x1, x2, . . . , xk , y1, y2, . . . , yk form an interval in
the cycle, i.e. they occur in the cycle consecutively (not necessarily in the listed order). Replacing this interval by the
vertex a0, we obtain a Hamiltonian cycle in G. 
Another transformation that will be of use in the sequel is a diamond implantation. We shall distinguish between
two versions of this transformation: vertex diamond implantation and edge diamond implantation. Vertex diamond
implantation applies to an arbitrary vertex x and consists of the following steps (see Fig. 4):
(1) partition the neighborhood N (x) of x into two subsets Y and Z in an arbitrary way;
(2) delete vertex x from the graph together with incident edges;
(3) add a diamond with vertices of degree two y and z;
(4) connect y to each vertex in Y , and connect z to each vertex in Z .
Vertex diamond implantation will be denoted VD and the graph produced by this transformation VD(G).
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Fig. 4. Vertex diamond implantation.
Edge diamond implantation applies to an arbitrary edge and is illustrated by Fig. 5. This transformation will be
denoted ED and the result of its application by ED(G).
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a b a b−→
Fig. 5. Edge diamond implantation.
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For the vertex variant, we prove the following lemma, where α2(G) denotes the cardinality of a maximum bipartite
set in G, i.e. a subset of vertices inducing a bipartite graph in G.
Lemma 9. (1) The graph VD(G) has a vertex 3-coloring if and only if G does.
(2) α2(VD(G)) = α2(G)+ 2.
Proof. Part (1) of the statement is trivial. To prove part (2), consider a maximum cardinality bipartite set U ⊆ V (G).
If x /∈ U , then U together with the vertices of degree 3 in the diamond is a bipartite set in VD(G). If x ∈ U , then
a bipartite graph in VD(G) is induced by (U − x) ∪ {y, z} together with any vertex of degree 3 in the diamond.
Therefore, α2(VD(G)) ≥ α2(G)+ 2.
Conversely, letU ′ be a maximum cardinality bipartite set in VD(G). IfU ′ contains 3 vertices of the diamond, then
replacement of these vertices by x results in a bipartite set in G. If U ′ contains at most 2 vertices of the diamond, then
deletion of these vertices results in a bipartite set in G. Therefore, α2(VD(G)) ≤ α2(G)+ 2. 
The edge variant of the transformation will be applied to EDGE 3-COLORABILITY. The proof of the following
lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 10. The graph ED(G) has an edge 3-coloring if and only if G does.
4.1.2. Vertex splitting
Let x be a vertex of degree at least 3 in a graph G. Partition the neighborhood of x into 3 subsets A1, A2, A3
in an arbitrary way, and replace x with the subgraph represented in Fig. 6. The resulting graph will be denoted
R(G) = R(G, x, A1, A2, A3).
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Fig. 6. TransformationR.
In [10], it was shown that
R increases the independent domination number by two.
The special version of vertex splitting with |A1| = |A2| = |A3| = 1 will be denotedR1, i.e.R1 is applicable only
to vertices of degree 3. This version was used in [29], where it was shown that
R1 increases the domination number by two.
Now consider a simpler transformation applicable to a vertex of degree 3, which is represented in Fig. 7. This
transformation will be denotedR1/3. It is not hard to see thatR1 can be obtained by a triple application ofR1/3.
We shall applyR1/3 to the HAMILTONIAN CYCLE and LONGEST CYCLE problems.
Lemma 11. Let G be a graph with maximum vertex degree at most 3.
(1) The graph obtained from G by a single application ofR1/3 contains a Hamiltonian cycle if and only if G does.
(2) If G ′ is the graph obtained from G by applying to every vertex of degree 3 the transformation R1/3 and to every
vertex of degree 2 the transformation P31 , then the length of a longest cycle in G ′ is 2 times greater than that in G.
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Proof. To prove (1), consider a vertex x with three neighbors y1, y2, y3 in G. Assume G contains a Hamiltonian
cycle C = (y1, x, y2, . . . , y1). Then the cycle C ′ = (y1, x1, x3, x2, y2, . . . , y1) is Hamiltonian in the graph R1/3(G).
Conversely, assume R1/3(G) contains a Hamiltonian cycle. It is not hard to see that the vertices x1, x2, x3 occur in
the cycle consecutively. Replacing them with x we obtain a Hamiltonian cycle in G.
The proof of part (2) is similar in essence but involves more technicalities. We leave it to the reader as an
exercise. 
4.1.3. Applications of graph transformations
In this section we apply the above described transformations to reveal several limit classes for some of the problems
under considerations. To this end, let us introduce the following notation:
Zk is the class of (C3, . . . ,Ck, H1, . . . , Hk)-free graphs with vertex degree at most three,
where Hi is the graph represented in Fig. 8.
b b b ` ` ` b b
b
b
b
b
1 2 i
Fig. 8. Graph Hi .
Lemma 12. For any integer k ≥ 3, the P3-FACTOR, EDGE DOMINATION, LONGEST CYCLE and LONGEST PATH
problems are NP-hard for bipartite graphs in the class Zk .
Proof. We shall prove the lemma by showing that any graph G can be transformed in polynomial time by a sequence
of stretching operations into a bipartite graph in the class Zk . Since LONGEST CYCLE reduces to LONGEST PATH, we
prove the lemma only for the first three problems.
First, observe that each of these problems is NP-hard for graphs with maximum vertex degree at most 3. For the
LONGEST CYCLE problem, we refer the reader to [19]. For the other two problems we may use the reduction P42 in
order to transform any graph into a graph in which every vertex has degree at most three.
Given a graph of vertex degree at most three, we apply to it total 3-subdivision. Applying the transformation
sufficiently many times, we get rid of induced cycles Ci with i ≤ k and induced graphs of the form Hi with i ≤ k.
The resulting graph is clearly bipartite and the entire transformation can be implemented in polynomial time. Together
with Lemmas 5–7 this proves the statement. 
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Similar or slightly weaker results have been previously obtained for the following problems: DOMINATING
SET [29], INDEPENDENT DOMINATING SET [10], ALTERNATING CYCLE-FREE MATCHING [30], INDUCED
MATCHING [31], DISSOCIATION SET [11], and INDEPENDENT SET [1] (for the INDEPENDENT SET problem the
result of Lemma 12 becomes valid if we omit the phrase “for bipartite graphs” from the statement).
Now consider the sequence of graph classes Zk with k = 3, 4, 5, . . . and the intersection⋂k Zk of this sequence.
In the intersection every graph G has degree at most three, contains no cycles and no graphs of the form Hi . Therefore,
every connected component of G is of the form Si, j,k , and hence
⋂
k Zk = S. This conclusion is formally settled in
the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let Π be one of the following problems: INDEPENDENT SET, DOMINATING SET, INDEPENDENT
DOMINATING SET, EDGE DOMINATION, ALTERNATING CYCLE-FREE MATCHING, INDUCED MATCHING,
DISSOCIATION SET, P3-FACTOR, LONGEST CYCLE or LONGEST PATH. Then the class S is a limit class for the
problem Π . Moreover,
• if Π is NP-hard in the class of bipartite graphs, then S is a Π -limit class with respect to bipartite graphs;
• if Π is NP-hard in the class of planar graphs, then S is a Π -limit class with respect to planar graphs;
• if Π is NP-hard in the class of graphs of vertex degree at most k, then S is a Π -limit class with respect to the class
of graphs of vertex degree at most k.
Now we proceed to some other limit classes. To this end, let us denote by Φi the graph represented in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Graph Φi .
Lemma 13. For any k ≥ 4, the LONGEST CYCLE and LONGEST PATH problems are NP-hard for graphs of vertex
degree at most 3 in the class Free(K1,3, K4, K4 − e,C4, . . . ,Ck,Φ1, . . . ,Φk).
Proof. As in Lemma 12, we prove the statement only for the LONGEST CYCLE problem. Given a graph G with vertex
degree at most 3, we first apply total l-subdivision with appropriate value of l to transform G into a (C3,C4, . . . ,Ck)-
free graph G ′ in which the distance between any two vertices of degree 3 is more than k. We then apply to G ′ the
transformation described in Lemma 11(2). In this way we obtain a graph G ′′ containing no induced K1,3. G ′′ may
contain triangles but it is still (K4, K4 − e,C4, . . . ,Ck)-free. Moreover, the distance between any two triangles is
large enough, so G ′′ is (Φ1, . . . ,Φk)-free. By Lemmas 5 and 11, a longest cycle in G can be found from a solution to
this problem in the graph G ′′, which completes the proof. 
Similar results have been proved for the DOMINATING SET [29] and INDEPENDENT DOMINATING SET [10]
problems. It is not hard to see that the intersection of graph classes mentioned in Lemma 13 over all k ≥ 4 coincides
with the class T and hence we obtain the following conclusion.
Theorem 4. Let Π be one of the following problems: DOMINATING SET, INDEPENDENT DOMINATING SET,
LONGEST CYCLE or LONGEST PATH. Then the class T is a limit class for the problem Π . Moreover,
• if Π is NP-hard in the class of planar graphs, then T is a Π -limit class with respect to planar graphs;
• if Π is NP-hard in the class of graphs of vertex degree at most k, then T is a Π -limit class with respect to the class
of graphs of vertex degree at most k.
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For the DOMINATING SET and INDEPENDENT DOMINATING SET problems we sketch an alternative proof of
Theorem 4 in the next subsection.
For HAMILTONIAN CYCLE, VERTEX 3-COLORABILITY, EDGE 3-COLORABILITY, and BIPARTITE SET we use
graph transformations to obtain some weaker results. In other words, we reveal some limit classes for these problems
that are extensions of S or T .
Theorem 5. Forests of maximum degree 3 constitute a limit class for the HAMILTONIAN CYCLE problem with respect
to bipartite graphs.
Proof. The HAMILTONIAN CYCLE problem is known to be NP-complete in the class of bipartite graphs with vertex
degree at most 3 [24]. Let G be a graph in this class. If we apply the transformationHk with even k, then G transforms
again into a bipartite graph of maximum degree 3. Repeated applications of this transformation to vertices of degree 3
result in a graph without small induced cycles (vertices of degree 2 can be replaced by chordless paths of appropriate
length). Together with Lemma 8 this proves that the HAMILTONIAN CYCLE problem is NP-complete for bipartite
graphs of vertex degree at most 3 in the class Free(C3,C4, . . . ,C p) for any particular value of p. Now with p tending
to infinity, the proposition follows. 
For VERTEX 3-COLORABILITY, EDGE 3-COLORABILITY, and BIPARTITE SET problems we shall use diamond
implantation. To better understand the effects of application of this transformation, let us think of a diamond with two
2-degree vertices a and b as an edge of special type between a and b, a diamond edge. With this interpretation, the
vertex diamond implantation is equivalent to the vertex stretching P2. As shown before, by means of vertex stretching
operation any graph can be transformed into a graph in the class Zk , and moreover,
⋂
k Zk = S. By replacing in each
graph G ∈ S every diamond edge with a diamond we obtain the class of graphs that will be denoted by S˜. More
formally, let S˜i, j,k denote the graph obtained from Si, j,k by replacement of each edge with a diamond (see Fig. 10).
Then S˜ is the class of graphs every connected component of which is an induced subgraph of S˜i, j,k with some i, j, k.
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Fig. 10. Replacement of an edge by a diamond.
The above discussion on conjunction with Lemma 9 leads to the following conclusion.
Theorem 6. S˜ is a limit class for the BIPARTITE SET and VERTEX 3-COLORABILITY problems.
For VERTEX 3-COLORABILITY more conclusions can be derived from some known results. For instance, it is
known that this problem is NP-complete in the class of (K1,3, K4 − e, K4)-free graphs with vertex degree at most
4 [27]. Applying the transformation P2 appropriately to vertices of degree 4 in a graph G in this class, we reduce
the maximum degree of G to 3. Then, subdividing the edges of G, we transform it into a graph in the class
Free(K1,3, K4, K4 − e,C4, . . . ,Ck,Φ1, . . . ,Φk) by analogy with Lemma 13. Finally, we know that the intersection
of such classes over all k ≥ 4 is the class T . Now all we have to do in order to obtain a new limit class T˜ for the
VERTEX 3-COLORABILITY problem is to replace diamond edges in graphs in T by diamonds. Notice however that
a diamond edge cannot belong to a triangle. So, we define T˜ as follows. Denote by T˜i, j,k the graph obtained from
Ti, j,k by replacing each edge that does not belong to the only triangle by a diamond. Then T˜ is the class of graphs
every connected component of which is an induced subgraph of T˜i, j,k for some i, j, k. With this notation, we obtain
the following conclusion.
Theorem 7. T˜ is a limit class for the VERTEX 3-COLORABILITY problem.
For the EDGE 3-COLORABILITY problem we use the edge version of the diamond implantation operation. It is
known that this problem is NP-complete for graphs with vertex degree at most 3 [23]. Now by analogy with the above
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discussion we can derive the following conclusion. Let S˜′i, j,k denote the graph obtained from Si, j,k by implanting a
diamond in each edge of this graph, and let S˜ ′ denote the class of graphs every connected component of which is an
induced subgraph of S˜′i, j,k with some i, j, k.
Theorem 8. The class S˜ ′ is a limit class for the EDGE 3-COLORABILITY problem.
4.2. Reducibility between NP-hard problems
Along with graph transformations, a good source of results on this topic is the reducibility between NP-hard
problems. To give an example, let us observe that EDGE DOMINATION naturally reduces to the DOMINATING SET
problem restricted to the class of line graphs. Moreover, DOMINATING SET and INDEPENDENT DOMINATING SET
are polynomially equivalent in the class of line graphs [43]. Combining these remarks with Theorem 3 and the fact
that T = L(S), we conclude that T is a limit class for the DOMINATING SET and INDEPENDENT DOMINATING SET
problems, which was stated before in Theorem 4.
Another example follows readily from the fact that the P3-FACTOR problem in general graphs reduces in
polynomial time to the INDUCED MATCHING problem in the class of line graphs (see e.g. [26]). Since S is a limit
class for P3-FACTOR (Theorem 3) and T = L(S), we conclude the following.
Theorem 9. T is a limit class for the INDUCED MATCHING problem.
More simple conclusions follow from Theorems 6 and 7 and the obvious fact that VERTEX 3-COLORABILITY
reduces to VERTEX COLORING.
Theorem 10. S˜ and T˜ are limit classes for the VERTEX COLORING problem.
Now let us apply the idea of reducibility to reveal one more limit class for the VERTEX COLORING problem.
Theorem 11. The class co-T := {G : G ∈ T } is a limit class for VERTEX COLORING.
Proof. For clarity, we shall prove that T is a limit class for the complementary problem, i.e. the problem of finding a
partition of the vertex set of a graph G into minimum number of cliques (CLIQUE PARTITION), which is equivalent to
VERTEX COLORING of the complement of G. We use the reduction from INDEPENDENT SET in the class of triangle-
free graphs, which is an NP-hard problem.
Let G be a triangle-free graph and H = L(G) its line graph. Clearly every clique C in H corresponds to a
set of edges of G incident to a same vertex v(C). Therefore, if C1, . . . ,C p are cliques that partition V (H), then
V (G)−{v(C1), . . . , v(C p)} is an independent set in G. This reduces the INDEPENDENT SET problem in triangle-free
graphs to the CLIQUE PARTITION problem in the class of line graphs of triangle-free graphs. Now observe that S is a
limit class for the INDEPENDENT SET problem with respect to triangle-free graphs, since Zk is a subclass of triangle-
free graphs for any k ≥ 3 and⋂k Zk = S. Finally, we use once again the fact that T = L(S) to conclude that T is a
limit class for the CLIQUE PARTITION problem. 
Many more examples of this nature can be found in the literature. For instance, the INDEPENDENT SET problem
has been reduced
• to the DOMINATING SET problem in split graphs in [4],
• to the DOMINATING SET problem in chordal bipartite graphs in [37],
• to the ALTERNATING CYCLE-FREE MATCHING problem in chordal bipartite graphs in [36].
Each of these reductions leads to a limit class for the respective problem. However, the proof of minimality of limit
classes is not a simple task. In the next section we solve this task for some of the limit classes found above.
5. Proof of minimality of limit classes
The first proof of minimality was given for the class S with respect to the INDEPENDENT SET problem [2]. This
proof relies essentially on Lemma 1 and can be extended to any problem for which this lemma holds and for which S
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is a limit class. Surprisingly enough, with the help of the same lemma one can prove that T is a minimal limit class
whenever it is Π -limit for a problem Π validating Lemma 1, which was used in [4] to prove minimality of T for
the DOMINATING SET problem. Below we restate these two propositions in the more general context studied in the
present paper.
Theorem 12. Let Π be a problem for which Lemma 1 holds. Then S is a (Π , Y )-boundary class whenever it is
(Π , Y )-limit.
Proof. Assume that S is a (Π , Y )-limit class for a problem Π for which Lemma 1 holds. By contradiction, let X be a
(Π , Y )-limit class, which is a proper subclass of S. Let G be a graph in S− X . Then X ⊆ S ∩Free(G). If G contains
a connected component without vertices of degree three, we extend G to an arbitrary graph H ∈ S in which every
connected component has a vertex of degree three. Otherwise, define H := G. Since G is an induced subgraph of
H , we have Free(G) ⊆ Free(H). Now let M denote the set of graphs containing H as a spanning subgraph. In other
words, every graph in M , other than H , is obtained from H by adding some edges. Obviously H is the only graph in
S belonging to M , since the addition of any edge to H results in appearing either a cycle or a graph of the form Hi
(Fig. 8). We thus obtain the following inclusions:
X ⊆ S ∩ Free(G) ⊆ S ∩ Free(H) ⊆ Free(M) ∩ Y.
Clearly M is a finite set, and therefore the problemΠ is NP-hard in the class Free(M)∩Y by Lemmas 3 and 4. On the
other hand, Free(M) is a monotone graph class and S 6⊂ Free(M), since H ∈ S − Free(M). Therefore, the problem
Π is polynomially solvable in the class Free(M) by Lemma 1. This contradicts the assumption that P 6= N P and
proves the theorem. 
Theorem 13. Let Π be a problem for which Lemma 1 holds. Then T is a (Π , Y )-boundary class whenever it is
(Π , Y )-limit.
Proof. Let T be (Π , Y )-limit. Assume to the contrary that X is a (Π , Y )-limit class, which is properly contained in
T , and let G be a graph in T − X . Then X ⊆ T ∩ Free(G). Now we extend G to a graph H ∈ T such that every
connected component of H is of the form T j−1, j−1, j for some value j > 1. Since G is an induced subgraph of H , we
have Free(G) ⊆ Free(H). It is easy to see that one can delete an edge from each connected component of H so that
in the resulting graph, denoted by H ′, every connected component has the form S j, j, j , i.e. H ′ belongs to S. Now let
M be the set of all graphs containing H ′ as a spanning subgraph. It is not hard to verify that M ∩ T = {H}. Hence,
the following inclusions hold:
X ⊆ T ∩ Free(G) ⊆ T ∩ Free(H) ⊆ Free(M) ∩ Y.
These inclusions in conjunction with Lemmas 3 and 4 imply NP-hardness of the problem Π in the class Free(M)∩Y ,
since M is a finite set. On the other hand, Free(M) is a monotone graph class and S 6⊂ Free(M), because
H ′ ∈ S − Free(M). Therefore, the problem in question is polynomially solvable in the class Free(M) by Lemma 1.
This contradiction proves the theorem. 
The above two theorems and the results of the preceding section lead to the following conclusion.
Theorem 14. Let Π be one of the following problems: INDEPENDENT SET, DOMINATING SET, INDEPENDENT
DOMINATING SET, INDUCED MATCHING, DISSOCIATION SET, LONGEST CYCLE, LONGEST PATH, EDGE
DOMINATION or P3-FACTOR. Then the class S is (Π , Y )-boundary whenever it is (Π , Y )-limit.
Let Π be one of the following problems: DOMINATING SET, INDEPENDENT DOMINATING SET, INDUCED
MATCHING, LONGEST CYCLE or LONGEST PATH. Then the class T is (Π , Y )-boundary whenever it is (Π , Y )-limit.
Proof. For problems different from EDGE DOMINATION and P3-FACTOR, the result follows from Theorems 3, 4, 9,
12, 13 and Proposition 1.
For the EDGE DOMINATION and P3-FACTOR problems we again use reducibility between NP-hard problems. Let
Π be the EDGE DOMINATION or P3-FACTOR problem, and Y be a class of graphs such that S is (Π , Y )-limit. We
will show that S is a (Π , Y )-boundary class. By contradiction, assume that S properly contains a (Π , Y )-limit class
X . Then L(X) is properly contained in T and they both are subclasses of L(Y ). Since EDGE DOMINATION reduces to
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DOMINATING SET and P3-FACTOR reduces to INDUCED MATCHING on line graphs, we conclude that L(X) and T are
limit classes for the DOMINATING SET and INDUCED MATCHING problems with respect to L(Y ), which contradicts
the minimality of T . 
Remark 4. For Π being the INDEPENDENT SET and DOMINATING SET problems and Y being the class of all graphs,
the results of Theorem 14 have been originally obtained in [2] and [4], respectively.
6. Concluding remarks and open problems
In this paper, we studied the notion of boundary classes of graphs with respect to various NP-hard graph
problems. Unfortunately, none of the problems received a complete characterization in terms of the boundary
classes. One of the most explored problems in this respect is DOMINATING SET. Three boundary classes for this
problem have been completely described in [4]: these are S, T and a certain subclass of split graphs. The existence
of one more boundary class for this problem follows from NP-hardness of the problem in the class of chordal
bipartite graphs [37] and its polynomial-time solvability in the class of forests. The same conclusion is true for the
INDEPENDENT DOMINATING SET problem (see Example 2 for more information). However, unlike DOMINATING
SET, the INDEPENDENT DOMINATING SET problem is polynomial-time solvable in the class of split graphs. On the
other hand, this problem has been recently shown to be NP-hard in a certain extension of split graphs, the so-called
(2, 1)-polar graphs, i.e. graphs partitionable into a clique and a graph of vertex degree at most 1 [45]. Therefore, there
must exist a boundary class for INDEPENDENT DOMINATION with respect to (2, 1)-polar graphs. Finding such a class
is a challenging research problem.
Returning to the DOMINATING SET problem, let us remark that the third boundary class for this problem identified
in [4] has an intriguing relationship with the class S: it is the subclass of split graphs that can be obtained from graphs
in S by partitioning them into two independent sets and replacing one of the sets with a clique. Together with the fact
that T is the class of line graphs of graphs in S, and several limit classes identified in this paper have a close connection
to S, this suggests the idea of an exceptional role of the class S in the theory of boundary classes. Clarifying this role
is another question we leave for future research.
Taking into account the particular role of the class S in this topic, it would be natural to expect that S is a
boundary class for the HAMILTONIAN CYCLE problem, as there must exist a boundary class for this problem which is
a (sub)class of forests of vertex degree at most 3 (Theorem 5). However, this is not true. Let us show that any boundary
class for the HAMILTONIAN CYCLE problem contained in the class of forests is different from S.
Observation 1. If X is a class of forests, which is boundary for the HAMILTONIAN CYCLE problem, then H1 ∈ X.
Proof. First, observe that the HAMILTONIAN CYCLE problem has a polynomial-time solution for graphs in the class
Free(H1,C3,C4). Indeed, if a graph G in this class has a vertex v of degree at least 3, then every vertex in the
neighborhood of v has degree at most 2, since otherwise one of the forbidden subgraphs arises. As a result, G has no
Hamiltonian cycle in this case. For graphs of vertex degree at most 2, the problem is trivial. Therefore, if H1 /∈ X , then,
on the one hand, Free(H1,C3,C4) contains the boundary class X , and, on the other hand, the problem in question is
polynomial-time solvable for graphs in the class Free(H1,C3,C4), which contradicts Theorem 2. 
HAMILTONIAN CYCLE is one of the most stubborn problems in terms of boundary classes: none of them has been
found so far. On the other hand, we can claim the existence of at least five boundary classes for this problem. One of
them was mentioned above, i.e., a subclass of forests of vertex degree at most 3. The existence of one more boundary
class arises from the fact that HAMILTONIAN CYCLE is NP-hard in the class of chordal bipartite graphs [38]. Since the
problem is solvable in polynomial time in the class of forests, no subclass of forests can be boundary for this problem
with respect to chordal bipartite graphs (see Example 2 for argumentation). Some hints regarding the structure of
graphs in any boundary class with respect to chordal bipartite graphs are given in the following two observations.
Observation 2. Let Π be a problem, which is solvable in polynomial time on graphs of bounded clique-width and
which is NP-hard in the class of chordal bipartite graphs. Then anyΠ -boundary class with respect to chordal bipartite
graphs contains a domino, i.e. a graph obtained from a chordless cycle C6 by adding an edge connecting two vertices
of distance 3.
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Proof. Every connected domino-free chordal bipartite graph is distance-hereditary [6]. The clique-width of distance-
hereditary graphs is at most 3 [20] and hence the problem Π can be solved for distance-hereditary graphs in
polynomial time. Therefore, by Theorem 2, the class of domino-free chordal bipartite graphs contains no Π -boundary
class with respect to chordal bipartite graphs. In other words, everyΠ -boundary class with respect to chordal bipartite
graphs contains a domino. 
Observation 3. Let Π be a problem, which is solvable in polynomial time on graphs of bounded clique-width and
which is NP-hard in the class of chordal bipartite graphs. Then the maximum vertex degree of graphs in any Π -
boundary class X with respect to chordal bipartite graphs is unbounded.
Proof. For contradiction, assume there is a constant k bounding the maximum vertex degree for any graph in X .
Consider a sequence X1 ⊇ X2 ⊇ . . . of Π -hard subclasses of chordal bipartite graphs such that X = ⋂ j X j . It has
been proven in [33] that the clique-width of chordal bipartite graphs of bounded vertex degree is bounded. So, the
problem Π can be solved for chordal bipartite graphs of bounded vertex degree in polynomial time. Therefore, for
each j , the maximum vertex degree of graphs in X j is unbounded. Since each X j is a hereditary class, it contains a
graph G on k + 2 vertices one of which is of degree k + 1. Clearly there are finitely many such graphs, and hence
there must exist a graph G with this property contained in each class X j . But then G belongs to X , which contradicts
our assumption on the degree bound for graphs in X . 
Our next observation leads to the conclusion of the existence of two more boundary classes for the HAMILTONIAN
CYCLE problem.
Observation 4. Let G be a connected bipartite graph, and G ′ a split graph obtained by creating a clique in one of
the parts of G. Then G has a Hamiltonian cycle if and only if G ′ does.
Proof. It is not hard to see that both G and G ′ have a Hamiltonian cycle only if the parts of G are of equal size.
Therefore, a cycle is Hamiltonian in G if and only if it is Hamiltonian in G ′. 
From this observation it follows that if X is a boundary class for the HAMILTONIAN CYCLE problem with respect
to bipartite graphs, then there must exist a corresponding boundary class with respect to split graphs. Together with
the above discussion this doubles the number of boundary classes for the HAMILTONIAN CYCLE problem. The fifth
class arises from the following observation, which is a direct consequence of the first part of Lemma 11.
Observation 5. The HAMILTONIAN CYCLE problem is NP-hard in the class of (K1,3, K4, K4 − e)-free graphs with
vertex degree at most three.
One more stubborn problem is VERTEX COLORING. For this problem, also no boundary class is available so far,
and again we claim the existence of at least 5 such classes. Indeed, three of them are (sub)classes of S˜, T˜ and
co-T . For the other two, we refer to the reducibility of VERTEX COLORING to VERTEX 3-COLORABILITY and the
following facts. First, VERTEX 3-COLORABILITY is NP-complete in the class of K3-free graphs with maximum
degree four [34] and in the class of (K1,3, K4, K4 − e)-free graphs with maximum degree four [27] and these classes
contain none of the three limit classes mentioned above. Second, any limit class with respect to K3-free graphs
is not limit with respect to K1,3-free graphs and vice versa, since VERTEX 3-COLORABILITY is polynomial-time
solvable for (K3, K1,3)-free graphs [40]. Therefore, there are at least two more boundary classes for VERTEX 3-
COLORABILITY and hence for VERTEX COLORING. Let us also mention a helpful observation regarding any boundary
class for VERTEX 3-COLORABILITY. It is known that this problem is polynomial-time solvable in the class of P6-free
graphs [41]. Therefore,
Observation 6. Every boundary class for VERTEX 3-COLORABILITY contains a P6.
The long list of candidates for boundary classes for HAMILTONIAN CYCLE and VERTEX COLORING leads to
the following important question: how many boundary classes may exist for an NP-hard graph problem? More
specifically: can the list of boundary classes for an NP-hard problem be infinite? We believe the answer to this question
is positive, but we do not think the problems studied in the present paper belong to this category.
In the examples found so far, all boundary classes are easy for their respective problems. It is natural to ask whether
there is a problem Π with a Π -hard boundary class. We believe the answer to this question is positive and justify this
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conclusion as follows. There are several graph problems that remain difficult on the class of unit interval graphs
(see e.g. [44]). The clique-width of unit interval graphs is unbounded [20] and it was conjectured in [25] that in any
hereditary subclass of unit interval graphs the clique-width is bounded. If this conjecture is true, then for any problem
Π which is NP-hard on unit interval graphs and solvable in polynomial time for graphs of bounded clique-width, the
class of unit interval graphs is a Π -hard boundary class.
To conclude the paper let us propose a conjecture.
Conjecture. For any problem Π solvable in polynomial time on graphs of bounded clique-width, S and T are the
only Π -boundary classes with respect to any Π -hard class X of bounded vertex degree.
This conjecture is suggested by the following result proved in [32].
Theorem 15. If X is a class of graphs of bounded vertex degree such that S 6⊆ X and T 6⊆ X, then the clique-width
of graphs in the class X is bounded by a constant.
In view of Remark 3, this theorem does not necessarily imply the conjecture. However, we believe the conjecture
is true and leave its proof for future research.
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